Migmar Lama Bhuti
report (October 2020)
Teaching in Hile Nigale, Nepal
A. Regular activities I carried out for the kindergarten students
1. Theme

Fruits, vegetables and color

Objective

To build up new vocabularies

Activities of fruits
I used these teaching methods to educate the above themes.
a. Reading to the students about the name of fruits by showing the picture in chart one by one.
b. Each student will color the different pictures and remember their name.
c. Sing a song of fruits by describing its color and different features.
d. They write one page handwriting each day.
e. Sit in a circle and the teacher showed the fruits picture card that they've colored and student will
tell the name of each picture in group.
f.
Often, discussing and questioning the random names of fruits.
NOTE: repetition is needed (same activities for other theme too)

2. Theme

Creative art of leaves

Objective

Hand and eye coordination plus self imagine art

Activities
a. Recognize and select few leaves from the surrounding
b. Stick it on paper from their own imaginative objects
c. Paint on the empty areas without touching the leaves.
d. Let it dry and take off the leaves
e. Students will see their own painting on the paper
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3. Theme

Leaves print

Objective

To identify the different shape of leaves (in order to grab the attention of kids' hand
and eye coordination)

Activities
a. Collect different shape of leaves from their own choice.
b. Color backside of the leaf and stick on the paper
c. Let it dry
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B. Bracelets activities with senior students
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Roll up the threats and make yarn.
Giving instructions on how to make bracelets and making knots.
Let them try if the knots are doing correct or not.
Teach students on how to be started and arranging the colors.
They will start from thesaurus as you can see in that I mark a number in the picture.
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C. I am working with Pemba Sherpa in the evening with parents group to teach
Buddhist text and cultural program.

D. GOALS OF NOVEMBER
Kindergarten children
Theme
1) Domestic animals
2) Name of flowers
3) Greetings (Basic oral English)
4) Identifying different shapes
5) creative art; making connections

Senior students activities
1. Recycling plastic to make plastic cushions
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